
Chapter six Conclusion 

The aim of this action research study was to investigate do students consider the assessment 

and evaluation process valuable, what processes in particular do they find valuable and how is this 

value judgement spread across the cohort. Overall, it would seem that yes, In this small sample of 

post-primary senior cycle students the data suggest that they find evaluation and assessment 

valuable for their learning, students have different preferences and aptitudes for different processes 

and some processes were overall considered to be more valuable than others.  

The importance of awareness of student’s views on assessment and helping them 

understand assessment and evaluation is seen in the aim to balance formative and summative 

assessment in post-primary education (Looney, 2006). The inclusion of the classroom-based 

assessments in junior cycle (NCCA, 2016) reiterate this and aim to formally introduce formative 

methods to make assessment intrinsic to educational practice (MacPhail, 2018). 

The action research approach enabled the researcher to best observe students evaluation 

and assessment in action along with allowing students to be better involved in the formative 

practices to understand them for themselves in line with Assessment for Learning ideals (Brookhart, 

2001; Black et al, 2003; Groendijk, 2018). A life drawing Unit of Learning allowed for similar exercises 

to be assessment in different ways and as each exercise follows the same success criteria a link can 

be formed between the various assessment methods. Additionally, the four-lesson unit of learning is 

repeatable as beneficial practice for the leaving certificate exam, allowing the study to be replicated 

and repeated to have a greater effect on the students (Eisner, 1985). 

The data suggest that students found being involved in the assessment and evaluation 

processes, discussing success criteria beforehand and clearly understanding them in particular, gave 

them a sense of control over their learning. The value of this sense of control reflects Pritchard’s 

(2009) findings that the self-esteem and motivation generated from the sense of control and 

awareness in the learning environment and metacognitive engagement with it can lead to improved 

learning. The findings of value students placed in group critique exercises as beneficial for learning 

by gaining new perspectives on their work is well reflected in the literature supporting its use 

(Rowles, 2013; Gunday et al, 2018; Crolla et al, 2019). Students’ initial apprehension at grading 

themselves contrasted their competence in gradeless self-evaluation as observed in Assessment for 

Learning literature (Black et al, 2003; Groendijk, 2018), and overall students expressed that these 

ideals were beneficial and formative assessment valuable.  

The value of formative assessment in visual art is expressed by Rayment (2007) and Hickman 

(2015) as it is how progress in any art and design project is furthered. As Nicolas Serota (2000), 

Director of the Tate Modern Gallery in London, states; ‘There will not always be an answer to every 

question. Art obliges us to answer questions for ourselves’ (cited in Rayment, 2007, p.51). It would 

seem that a formative approach to assessment and evaluation aimed at the benefit of the student is 

the best option to facilitate students in figuring out how to answer those questions by themselves. 


